
    

Complete sets

PP796    Wak-a-Tubes 30 player classroom pack        
2 x PP790 C major diatonic scale set, 
1 x PP791 chromatic set,
1 x PP792 set of 8 wak-a-caps
plus extra C, D, F#, G, A, and Bb tubes. 
2 x jingle sticks,
1 x lollipop drum,
Free song book download
All supplied in handy carrying case

£129

Hollow tubes which can be played with a beater, struck against a hard 
surface or tapped against each other to create different sounds and a 
simple harmony. Ideal for playing individually or together in groups -  
a simple and inexpensive way to introduce children to music. 
Tubes are lightweight so easily transportable, and are a simple and 
inexpensive way to create music as well as being enormous fun.

PP791    Chromatic set        
5 sharps and flats (C#41, D#43, F#46, G#48, A#50) which combine 
with the PP790 to create a full chromatic octave of 12 notes. Tubes 
range in length from approx 12” to 24”.

  £15.00

PP795    C Major pentatonic scale set         
6 notes C40, D42, E44, G47, A49, C52. Suitable for younger players,  
as all the notes sound pleasing when played together. Tubes range
in length from approx 12” to 24”.

  £17.50

PP790    C Major diatonic scale set        
8 notes C40-C52, ranging in length from 12” to 24”.

 £22.50

PP794    Bass chromatic set      
5 sharps and flats (C#29, D#31, F#34, G#36, A#38) which combine with 
the PP793 to create a full chromatic octave of 12 notes. 
Tubes range in length from approx 27” to 48”.

  £29.99

PP793    Bass diatonic set       
7 notes: C28 to B39. Rich and sonorous, these combine nicely with PP790 
to form 2 full octaves. Tubes range in length from approx 24” to 48”.

  £34.50

Available from good education suppliers or direct from Percussion Plus

www.percussionplus.co.uk

Classroom pack

Wak-a-Tubes use the same colour system as 
Percussion Plus bells and chime bars, see the 
Percussion Plus website for details.
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PP800    Wak-a-Pak        
Consists of PP790 diatonic tubes, Wak-a-rap carrier, beaters and 
songbook download.

£39.00

    
Individual tubes

PP12200  C40 - red  
PP12208  C#41 - light red   
PP12201 D42 - orange
PP12209  D#43 - dark yellow   
PP12202  E44 - yellow   
PP12203  F45 - light green
PP12210  F#46 - dark green   
PP12204  G47 - blue/teal   
PP12211  G#48 - blue
PP12205  A49 - purple
PP12212  A#50 - light purple   
PP12206  B51 - pink  
PP12207  C52 - red   
      £4.99

PP12213   C28 - red
PP12220   C#29 - light red     
PP12214   D30 - orange
PP12221   D#31 - dark yellow  
PP12215   E32 - yellow   
PP12216   F33 - light green
PP12222   F#34 - dark green   
PP12217   G35 - blue/teal  
PP12223   G#36 - blue   
PP12218   A37 - purple
PP12224   A#38 - light purple
PP12219   B39 - pink   
   £6.99

    
PP797  
Wak-a-Rap 
Carrier      
A carrying tote that when 
unrolled, secures tubes for 
playing with beaters.

£14.99

PP792    Wak-a-Caps    
Set of 8 caps which fit onto your tubes to lower the pitch by one octave.

 £10.99

Accessories

Scan the QR code now to download 
this collection of songs. Or visit 

www.percussionplus.co.uk/songbook 
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Available to download now...

www.percussionplus.co.uk
Wak-a-Tubes are manufactured in Leicestershire UK by Percussion Plus 

Tel +44 (0)1428 653381    Sales@frederickhyde.com
Dealer enquiries welcome. Prices shown are UK RRP inc. VAT.

FREE
Wak-a-tune 
Songbook!
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PP798
Wak-a-tube 
stand   
Holds 13 tubes.

£22.99


